
South Central Railway. Divisional Office, 
Personnel Branch, 

No. SCR/P/GTL/210(a)/CI/CTT Guntakal, 30.06.2022.

OFFICE ORDER No. 603/ Comml /2022 
Sub:- Promotionof Ch.CCRS in Pay Matrix Level -6 of VIl CPC in Comml. Dept. 

Ref:-1. This office memorandum dated.30.12.2021. 

The following Sr. CCRC in level-5 (GP 2800) -who are found suitable for promotion as 
Ch.CCRS. in level-6 in VIl CPC and placed in selected list vide this office memorandum cited, are 
now promoted as Ch.CCRS. and posted as is where is basis. The Pay fixation will be follow. 

The promotion on as is where is basis is granted purely for financial benefit of the employee till 
such time the post in the higher grade is identified to accommodate. Therefore the promotion as such 
does not confer any privilege to represent that the tenure in present post (after promotion) is to be 
considered de novo during general/periodical transfers. 

S.No PF No Name (S/Shri) Dsig Promoted as/posted station 

C.Vinod kumar 
I1 20188 Ch.CCRS/NRE 

Sr.CCRCNRE 

B.Thimmappa 2 I1140472 Ch.CCRS/ATP 
Sr.CCRCIATP 
D Rajendra Prasad 

Sr.CCRC/VKI 
A Narasimhulu 

12080076 Ch.CCRS/VKI 

4 15MAS338 Ch.CCRS/YG 
Sr.CCRC/YG 
K.Prameela 

5 05545287 Ch.CCRS/RTPM/MOOO Sr.CCRC/RTPM/MO0 

The above promotion order shall take effect from the date of shouldering of higher responsibilities. 
The above promotion is provisional and subject to the outcome of judgment from Supreme court/High
court/CAT as the case may be in respect of petitions/appeals pending in respect of reservations. 

The above promotion is also provisional subject to the outcome of the main SLPs and Contempt Petition( C) No.314/2016 in SLP( C ) No. 4831/2012 Samtha Andolan Samithi through President Vs Sanjay 
Kothari & others and any other cases pending in any other courts on the above subject. 

The promotion should not be given effect if the emplovee is undergoing penalty/pending DAR 
SPE/Vig. clearance debarring his promotion, It is the personal responsibility of the supervisory official to ensure this. 

These issues with the approval of Competent Authority. 

(KISHORKKUMAR BORASI 
Asst Personnel Officer (Cadre) CI-Sr.DCM/GTL, Sr.DFM/GTIL

CI-SMR/NRE,ATP,VKI,YG & MOO 
CI-Ch.OS/Traffic Bills, Ch OS/SR &Leave & 0.0. file. 
CI-Employees through Supervisory Officials,

For Sr.DPO/GTL


